POST FLOOR LAMP
– EU VERSION

EARNEST STUDIO ON THE DESIGN “The Post Floor Lamp came from the idea of exploring the flexibility of the magnetic joint, giving the user the freedom to position and dim the lamp’s light units according to individual needs. Designed with a sculptural expression, simple lines and a refined finish, the Post Floor Lamp represents a new perspective through its graphic character and forward-thinking functionality. Configure up to three lighting units on the Post Floor Lamp for an elegant ambient or task light.”

DESIGNED BY / YEAR OF DESIGN
Earnest Studio / 2020

ABOUT THE DESIGNER
Earnest Studio was founded by American-born, Rotterdam-based designer Rachel Griffin. With a background in graphic design, she spent five years producing exhibitions and books before moving to the Netherlands to study at the Design Academy Eindhoven in 2007. She launched her own studio in 2012, with a focus on furniture, lighting and accessories.

CATEGORY
Floor Lamp

ENVIRONMENT
Indoor

DESCRIPTION
An innovative modular lighting design with an archetypal appearance, graphic character and forward-thinking functionalities. Position, dim and turn the lighting units according to individual needs. Arrange the cord of the design in linear or playful formations, using its cable drop. Additional lighting units can be purchased as spare part and plugged into power hub.

PRODUCTION PROCESS
The lamp head is pressure die-casted in magnesium, polished and powder coated. The Power hub is made from injection molded plastic and powder coated. The mounting accessories are machined and powder coated.

MATERIAL
Base in powder coated steel. Lighting unit in powder coated magnesium with silicone cord and acrylic opal diffuser. Cable drops in powder coated plastic with magnet. Power hub in powder coated plastic with PVC cord.

CORD LENGTH
Lighting unit: 950cm / 37.4”
Connection HUB: 900cm / 78.7”

BULB INCLUDED
Yes. Integrated non-replaceable LED

DIMMABLE FUNCTION
Yes

CLEANING AND CARE
Clean with soft dry cloth only. Always switch off electricity supply before cleaning.
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LAMP RATING

- **Voltage**: 100-240V
- **Frequency**: 50/60Hz
- **IP Rating**: IP20
- **Classification**: Class II
- **Socket**: Integrated LED
  - Max. 7.4W (one lighting unit incl. powerhub)
  - Max. 14.3W (two lighting units incl. powerhub)

BULB SPECIFICATION

- **Item**: Non-replaceable LED
- **Watt**: 6.1W
- **Lumen**: 330 lm
- **Kelvin**: 2700K
- **Maintenance (70%)**: 54,300h
- **CRI**: 90
- **Dimmable**: Yes
- **Risk Group**: Except

ENERGY CLASSIFICATION

- **A**

GENERAL STANDARDS & CERTIFICATES

**EU/UK**

- **LVD**: EN 60598-1
  - EN 60598-2-4
- **EMC**:
  - EN 55015
  - EN 68493
  - EN 61000-3-2
  - EN 61000-3-3
  - EN 61547
  - IEC 61547
  - IEC 62778
- **ROHS Directive - 2011/65/EU**
- **WEEE Directive - 2012/19/EU**
- **REACH Directive - EC/1907/2006**